
To date, we have two important weapons in the prevention of
uterine cervical cancer: vaccine program and organized screening.
The most important task for the prevention of cervical cancer is to
accelerate an integrated approach of vaccination and screening.
Furthermore, High Risk Human Papillomavirus (HR-HPV) per-
sistent infections are linked to other cancers in addition to cervical
cancer: these are including localization in the vulva, vagina, penis,
anal canal and head and neck. In the developed countries, the
number of HPV-related cancers in men, including penile, oral, and
anal cancer, is like that of cervical cancer in women. Additional
morbidity due to HPV in men results from development of genital
warts and HPV infection in men leads to substantial morbidity and
mortality in women (9). Therefore, it is clear that HPV infection
in men is a serious clinical issue.

Effective prevention strategies (vaccine and screening) for
cervical cancer may be applied, at least in theory, to the prevention
of other HPV associated tumors that also affect males. 

Nowadays vaccination of girls against the HPV is implemented
in most developed western countries. In Italy vaccination of young
adolescent girls with prophylactic HPV vaccines (bivalent or
quadrivalent) has been rolled out as a Public Health Programme
from 2008. Based on clinical trials (5,11), the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved the extension of the indications for

the quadrivalent vaccine to males up to the age of 26 years for the
prevention of anogenital warts (FDA October 2009) and for the pre-
vention of anal cancer and anal intraepithelial lesions in males and
females aged between 9 and 26 years (FDA December 2010).
Although HPV vaccination effectively protects against external
genital lesions and anal intraepithelial neoplasia in males, only a
few countries (USA, Australia, Austria, Canada, Germany limited to
the Saxony region) have recommended universal vaccination of
boys. In other countries, a cautious approach has been due to uncer-
tainties around the population level impact and cost effectiveness of
vaccination of boys. Some countries have chosen to introduce the
vaccine for the prevention of anal cancer only in populations with
increased risk like men who have sex with men (MSM) (2). 

Few studies to date have been conducted to evaluate the
impact of the HPV vaccine on oral HPV infection or oropharyn-
geal cancer (OPC) (4,7). On the other hand, some studies have
used predictive modelling to understand the potential benefit of
HPV vaccination within the context of OPC (OPCs now account
for 78% of newly diagnosed HPV-related tumors in men) (6).

Based on the new and important scientific evidence, the
Italian National Plan for Vaccine Prevention (2017-2019) recently
published targets the immunization of adolescents of both sexes,
for maximum protection against all directly related HPV-related
pathologies and to stop the circulation of the virus.

At the same time as the implementation of the vaccine program,
several countries have decided to, or are considering switching from
cytology based screening to HPV-based screening (11). In Italy, the
introduction of HPV-based screening in routine activity is starting at
different times in different regions and in the 2021 the cohorts of
women who were offered HPV vaccination (twelve-year-old
cohorts) will be reaching the age for screening and this will lead to
changes in the currently scheduled screening program.

With the existence of well-established cervical cancer screen-
ing programmes and linked cytology, cancer and HPV vaccine
registries, it is possible to directly monitor early end points, name-
ly reduction in screen-detected cervical abnormalities, following
implementation of the HPV vaccination programme in females. In
contrast to cervical screening programmes, population-wide
screening for HPV infection or related disease in males is not rec-
ommended. However, direct monitoring of early end points of
male vaccination is challenging given the absence of any equiva-
lent screening initiatives and therefore the evaluation of HPV vac-
cine effectiveness in males will require dedicated surveillance
strategies (3).

Regarding secondary prevention, currently no evidences are
available supporting screening for vulvar, vaginal or penile cancer.
The possibility of a screening strategy for the prevention of HPV-
related tumors in males requires, however, some considerations.
While the population prevalence of penile HPV-related cancers is
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too low for population-based screening, anal cancer incidence is
higher in HIV-positive men who have sex with men (MSM), war-
ranting consideration of early detection approaches (10). For anal
cancer screening HPV testing and cytology may be most effective
for their negative predictive value when both are negative by indi-
cating an individual who would not need high resolution anoscopy,
because their risk of having high grade anal intraepithelial neopla-
sia (HGAIN) is extremely low. For HIV-negative MSM, HPV test-
ing added to cytology testing in a similar manner to its use in the
cervix may be helpful in identifying men with the greatest risk of
HGAIN. Larger clinical trials are necessary to determine the opti-
mum method of anal screening (1) and to ensure that appropriate
evidence is available supporting population level effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness. 

In the head and neck region no specific HPV-associated pre-
cancerous lesions could be identified to date hampering early
detection of HPV-induced neoplasia and then a screening for
oropharyngeal cancer does not seem feasible, however the accurate
detection of HPV-induced oropharyngeal cancer plays an impor-
tant role to select patients that may benefit from a de-escalated
treatment schemes (11).

Vaccine and screening programs are complex entities and
establishing or changing programs requires considerable invest-
ment to ensure that appropriate evidence is available supporting
population level effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. Based on the
evidence available, the importance of introducing HPV vaccina-
tion of boys is obvious (8), while screening for penile cancer is not
justified based on low incidence of disease and cost effectiveness.
Anal cancer screening is to be considered but will provide more in-
depth studies to define target populations (HIV + males and
females, MSM, etc.).
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